
StreetEagle® LiveCam Trackable Driver Camera
All-in-one tracking and in cab camera for a cost-effective, multi-purpose video capture solution

As part of the StreetEagle LiveCam family of video capture solutions, the Trackable  
Camera is a smart option for fleets that don’t require multiple camera views for their 
vehicles and would like to combine in cab video and basic tracking into one simple 
installation. This is a more cost-effective solution than other LiveCam offerings, but still 
delivers the security of a cab cam along with smooth integration into the StreetEagle  
pro software interface.

LiveCam’s Trackable Camera is manufactured by SmartWitness®, one of the world’s 
leading providers of vehicle-mounted driver cameras. The CP2 model mounts easily to 
the dashboard and includes a built-in tracking unit that provides basic, real-time vehicle 
location data to road-facing in cab video – and you can add an optional driver-facing 
camera as well.

The best driver camera option if  
you are looking for:
• Dashboard-mounted in cab cameras only (do not  

need other views in or around vehicle monitored)

• Full integration with StreetEagle 

• Simple, “one box” hardware installation

• Tracking and video capture combined in one unit

• The option of adding one other driver-facing camera

• Video accessible from both desktop and mobile apps 

An extra layer of driver protection
The LiveCam Trackable Camera has a 1080p HD wide angle (150°) 
lens to provide a comprehensive view of any road event. The cab cam 
records exactly what happened before, during and after an incident and 
captures the driver’s view of the road (and optionally the driver too, with 
the plug and play 2nd camera option), vehicle locations, impact force of 
the accident, audio (also optional) and driver behavior metrics (speed, 
acceleration, braking, and cornering). And the best part is, all of these 
features are fully embedded in StreetEagle’s platform – so you don’t 
have to worry about how to get the video or store it.


